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How the iPad POS conquered the catering industry.

HOW IT ALL BEGAN

Many people dream of being their own boss. Certainly the idea of being able to 

determine the success of your own company is an attractive one. Yet entrepreneurhip 

is more than just having the right idea at the right time. orderbird‘s young team of 

founders — Jakob Schreyer, Bastian Schmidtke, Artur Hasselbach, and Patrick 

Brienen — learned this lesson quick. Schreyer and Schmidtke were old school friends 

and had always wanted to launch a start-up together but, their professional careers 

headed in different directions for a long while. Bastian Schmidtke worked selling POS 

systems in Southern Germany, while Jakob Schreyer worked as a strategic marketing 

consultant for an advertising agency in New York.

Their burning idea: Turning an iPad into a pOS system for the restaurant industry 

The initial spark for orderbird came to the founders via the tablet. In 2009 Bastian 

Schmidtke read an article on the website Business Insider whereby the US military 

had developed a way to remotely detonate bombs using an iPod Touch. As an Apple 

power-user and a POS systems merchant, he asked himself: If Apple devices are 

powerful enough for military use, why not in the restaurant and bar industry as well. 

The thought had come at precisely the right moment: In 2010 Apple supplemented its 

iPod Touch and iPhone product lines with the iPad. What was missing was the software 

underpinnings for a Point of Sale system. Jakob Schreyer, Artur Hasselbach and Patrick 

Brienen worked together with Bastian Schmidtke to refine their business concept for 

the orderbird iPad POS system. The three visionaries focused strongly on an especially 

intuitive user interface, an affordable cost structure and a flexible system capable of 

adapting easily to the individual needs of modern catering operations. The orderbird 

iPad POS system stood out as a real revolution from the traditional POS market; drawing 

strong interest from restaurant owners who were open to new technology and who had 

been looking for an affordable yet easy-to-operate alternative for a complete, flexible 

and intuitive POS system.

Baptism by fire at a high-profile club

Sometimes fate is on your side: Jakob Schreyer made the acquaintance of Radoslav 

Pavlov, the general manager of the notable Munich discotheque P1. Pavlov was im-

mediately taken with the business concept and offered the young founders the chance 

to run a live test of the POS system’s app. P1‘s reopening in October 2010 served as 
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a baptism by fire for orderbird‘s mobile POS system. The concept proved more than 

convincing in practical use, and soon launched a trend in the industry. The image of 

„Waiters with iPhones“ quickly became the talk of trendy restaurateurs. orderbird as a 

company was already well underway, and the founders were working day and night to 

establish a market-ready version of orderbird Point of Sale – or orderbird POS for short.

Taking on the big guys: Establishing themselves in the traditional market

Solid financing was needed to develop an iOS-based POS system based on a Soft-

ware-as-a-Service (SaaS) model. The search for investors was accelerated through 

the strong publicity around the P1 opening. A coalition of partners from the finance, 

beverage, restaurant and POS industries all ended up supporting orderbird with 

resources and expertise. While the efforts of the young team of founders earned much 

enthusiasm and awards, it was also met with significant scepticism from within the 

catering industry which tends to be resistant to revolutionary change. Yet the company‘s 

victories in various start-up competitions, including those from the Hasso Plattner 

Institute (enable2start), the Financial Times and the European Tech Start-up Award 

(„The Europas“), brought new recognition. The victory in the Intergastra Innovation 

Prize from DEHOGA, the industry‘s own association, secured the company‘s breakth-

rough with the establishment.

  

Opposites attract — even in a founding team

The three men who joined CEO Jakob Schreyer in founding the company — Bastian 

Schmidtke, Artur Hasselbach, and Patrick Brienen — stand out for their know-how 

and  tolerance for risk, as well as, their daring and entrepreneurial spirit. The four 

founders are very different personalities, yet complement each other perfectly. They 

are united by a clear vision of the POS system of the future.

 

Jakob Schreyer, Co-Founder and CEO

Prior to founding orderbird with Bastian, Artur and Patrick, Jakob served as Head of 

Events at pascher-heinz and as a strategic marketing consultant at Red Bull in New 

York. Jakob‘s strengths lie in the establishment of partnerships, market positioning 

and design.
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Bastian Schmidtke, Co-Founder and CPO

Bastian has more than four years of experience in the POS market and, himself 

works in Sales and Customer Service. His past work included the establishment of a 

POS division at Bamberger Winn GmbH. His focus lies in product development and 

innovation projects.

 

Patrick Brienen, Co-Founder and Head of Sales

Patrick brings well-grounded sales experience with an understanding of the market 

from his time in B2B marketing at Siemens and as a marketing consultant at a sports 

marketing agency to the table. At orderbird he develops and leads the Sales and 

Marketing strategies.

Artur Hasselbach

Artur knows his numbers. The former investment banker learned his trade working 

for Commerzbank and other well known Strategic Hedge Funds. His dead-on analysis, 

critical reasoning and overview are an asset to orderbird.


